2014 dodge pickup

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search
right in your inbox. Super Rare find! WOW, Diesel! ECO Diesel! Crew Cab! Super nice, clean
truck! Drives super smooth and solid! Backup camera! Remote start! Heated steering Low km
Never hauled or towed anything Lightly driven Maintenance and oil changes done on time No
accidents Garage kept Body is In perfect condition Interior in great condition Winter tires Price
is fairly firm but I'll consider offers with immediate sale Selling becaus One owner, non smoker,
excellent condition and no body damage. Carfax and service records available! Very clean and
has had a very recent oil change. Factory sprayed box liner, tow package and Bak Flip Tonneau
Cover. Selling my truck or trading for a cargo van like Ford transit T or up, my truck is very well
manteined never used for havy stuff, very clean, smoke free, i installed tubular side steps,
Truxedo RAM titanium hard roll up rigid cover and bed liner protector. No accidents, Perfect
Condition! Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar
vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it
a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is
priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price.
This vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average
Price. Contact seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test
Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please enter a number between 0 and
10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,,
Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment
frequency. Credit rating. Truck 8. Black 1. Charcoal 1. Grey 3. White 3. Must be greater than Min
Kilometres. Four Wheel Drive 5. Rear Wheel Drive 2. Diesel 1. Gasoline 6. Unknown 7. Automatic
8. Unknown 6. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for
this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe',
you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy
and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 8. Click here to try again. Priority Listings. All
Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Mileage 81, km. List your car here! List your
car for free. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly
payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being
offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone
numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information. Mileage
recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe for the
latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Do as much
of your deal upfront from the comfort of work or home. Cars, trucks and suvs! View the service
work done on the vehicle before you buy- Great prices! The majority of shoppers do hours of
research before choosing a vehicle to purchase, so we put out incredibly competitive prices

online. We understand that you want to be around people that you enjoy that are able to help
with any unanswered questions. Ricart was awarded with being one of the top places to work
over the past 7 years, which helps you keep great company while making your vehicle
purchase! Odometer is miles below market average! Marty's Buick GMC offers a car-buying
experience like no other. We have a huge selection of cars, SUVs and crossovers, and we
provide elite customer service and world-class amenities. Load your family into the Ram ! You'll
appreciate its safety and convenience features! Top features include power windows, delay-off
headlights, cruise control, and remote keyless entry. It features an automatic transmission,
4-wheel drive, and a powerful 8 cylinder engine. We have the vehicle you've been searching for
at a price you can afford. Please don't hesitate to give us a call. Engine: 8-cylinders Drive Wheel
Configuration: four wheel drive. Transmission: Automatic Drive Wheel Configuration: four
wheel drive. The Ram although big is quiet on the roadways, offers unmatched ride quality, and
offers a refinement that is hard to find in a big truck! This gorgeous truck wont be here for long
so schedule your test drive today! This Ram comes equipped with a 6. This Dodge Ram comes
Carfax certified. Carfax reports come with previous service records and warranty check
available. This Ram qualifies with Carfax for their buyback guarantee. Beach Auto Brokers has
been providing the Hampton Roads area and neighboring states with unparalleled customer
service and quality pre-owned vehicles for 33 years. Let us show you how easy it is to have you
riding today! Your satisfaction is our Business! Call us to schedule your test drive today! State
fees for taxes, tags, title and registration are additional. We've been the recipient of many
community awards in Longmont, Loveland, Fort Collins, and Greeley too. We're family owned
and operated, and community-oriented. Price valid only through our internet department. Price
includes all applicable incentives. Call to confirm availability. With its signature rounded curves
and huge front grille, this truck is instantly recognizable and respected wherever it goes. Finally
the Crew Cab offers a stunning seven trims to pick from with the Tradesman being the lowest.
All Ram trucks come standard with an impressive 5. The interior of the is a beautiful
combination of strength and refinement. The environment has a polished feel even on the base
trims. The regular cab can seat 3 on a bench, and the 4-door versions can either seat 5 when
there are two-bucket seats up front, or 6 people on 2 rows. The Mega and Crew cabs add a
Uconnect communication system, media hub, and all models include the Vehicle Information
Center. Ram has an impressive list of optional features that are available based on what model
you want such as: a 6. Come drive the Ram today! Source: The Manufacturer Summary. There's
a level of quality and refinement in this Ram SLT that you won't find in your average vehicle. No
matter the terrain or weather, you'll drive at ease in this 4WD-equipped vehicle. With exceptional
safety features and superb handling, this 4WD was engineered with excellence in mind. More
information about the Ram Ram models are intended for the most extreme personal-towing
needs, while the models are aimed at heavy commercial use by ranchers or construction crews.
With diesel model's percent gain in fuel efficiency, as well as other maintenance-related
improvements, running costs should be down versus these trucks' predecessors. Even
compared to the other latest heavy-duty trucks, the Ram and HD models have some of the
best-appointed, most luxurious and most attractive interiors, picking up much of the look and
some of the high-line materials from the latest light-duty Ram trucks. This model sets itself
apart with tow ratings up to 30, pounds, available Uconnect technology, luxury options,
Best-in-class features across multiple categories, impressive powertrain offerings, and
excellent powertrain warranty Our Pricing is for Retail Customers only. No wholesalers are
approved for this sale. Vehicle pricing does not include dealer added equipment or addendum.
Feel free to browse our inventory online, request more information about vehicles, set up a test
drive or inquire about financing. We look forward to serving you! We have an ever changing,
wide array of some of the nicest pre-owned cars you can find. Conveniently located off State
Road 37 between Fishers and Noblesville. Call us at or visit our website at AndyMohrBG. Please
be sure to verify equipment, mileage, and selling price with your salesperson upon arrival. See
dealer for details. Powered by a 6. This Four Wheel Drive offers exceptional towing plus you get
to enjoy added features including the a removable tailgate, power heated chrome side-view
mirrors that fold away. Check out the practical set-up that allows this Laramie to provide
convenience as well as luxury. Climb in and feel the heated and ventilated leather front seats,
heated rear seats, grab the heated leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls, and find
your way in comfort. In addition to the comfortable seating, you have power-adjustable pedals
with memory, sunroof, and remote start. Step up to this great looking that was built for you.
Print this page and call us Now Ask us for your free Autocheck - Call to speak with Internet
Sales at All fluids topped off. This vehicle has been fully detailed and is ready for immediate
delivery. Quit clicking and call now! Respectfully, Bob Moore. Please call to check availability.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only

relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 3, Manual Engine Type Diesel 2, Gas 1,
Cylinders 6 cylinders 2, 8 cylinders 1, Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18
out of 4, listings. Home Ram Ram Used Ram Overall Consumer Rating. Actually, this is a
Cummins Bighorn Megacab but there was no option to choose. Good truck overall. I bought it a
year ago with k miles on it. My truck has always pulled to the right even after switching tires
around and after an alignment but it brakes straight. Rarely I have to shut it down to restart the
infotainment system because it doesn't want to connect to my phone correctly. The tranny, it's a
68RFE I believe, had to be rebuild but fortunately, was under a dealer 3 month warranty.
Apparently the previous owner did some heavy towing in the wrong gear and burned the
clutches. It's been good ever since the rebuild. The tranny tends to hunt a bit and it wants to be
in the highest gear possible all the time. I'll be driving on a flat road at 35 mph in 5th gear at
rpm's. This is fine I guess but even if you think of accelerating, even a little, the tranny will shift.
Something new to me, as I've never owned such a new vehicle, I guess the transmission
"depowers" before it shifts. To me, this sounds like tranny slippage but I was informed by the
dealer that this is normal and is to help the tranny last longer. My truck came with airbags on
the rear axle and after my first pull of my 10k lb fifth wheel I can now see why. The 5 link rear
suspension makes for a very nice ride, even better than my old Duramax, but it sure squats
under my trailer. I need about 50lbs of air in my airbags to keep the suspension from bottoming
out over "whoops" in the road. Not sure what else to call them. When flipping the outside
mirrors up to tow, the up button no longer moves the mirror up. I also wish the steering wheel
could go a bit higher to fit my 6'3" frame but it's not a big deal. The center head rest on the rear
seat is in the way when looking through the rear view mirror. One thing that can be scary is that
sometimes when I hit the throttle hard to sneak a left turn at a light or pull out into a busy street,
the truck doesn't go! Or rather, it's as if I leisurely pushed the gas pedal to go. After maybe a
second it will "kick in" and it will take off but man! That moment can be scary. It's my opinion
that this should be a recall for obvious reasons and the fact that there's an aftermarket device to
remedy the problem which also means there's plenty of other people with the same problem.
For this reason I knocked the safety rating down to four stars. No leather in my truck so I only
have the heated seats. The dash and gauges are well designed and placed and I like how I can
add various bar gauges electronically to different parts of the dash video screen. The center
console is laid out well other than the 4x4 knob gets hidden a bit behind the shifter lever when
in drive. I have the 8. The stereo works well and sounds good. I added a sub for a better
experience. LOTS of room in the front and back seats. The mega cab lacks the under floor
storage boxes near the back seats but makes up for it behind the rear seats. My truck was
"pre-plumbed" with the manufacturers goose neck package and the Ram goose neck kit is
good. The paint seems to be good and show no signs of any problems. Overall, I really like this
truck and, for the most part, I feel safe and secure driving it and I look forward to many more
years with it. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. As anyone who has owned a truck knows, all
trucks have their issues. The Dodge Ram , while an overall dependable truck, has its own set of
problems that may crop up, getting in the way of work, play, and dipping into your bank account
as well. This article focuses on the full size pickup formerly known as the Dodge Ram pickup
and now known as the RAM pickup. When it starts to go, it wreaks havoc on any and every
function that requires electrical input. When the TIPM starts to go out:. Most of these issues
make it hard, or just plain embarrassing, to drive the truck, but the unreliability of airbag
deployment is a life-threatening danger. Sometimes you can correct the issues by re-flashing
and re-configuring the modules, or replacing the relays. Complete replacement is the only
option in many cases. If your or other RAM in this model year range stalls when stopping, stalls
at idle, or seizes up unexpectedly, you may have one of the most commonly reported problems
for these trucks â€” cam and lifter failure. This issue can potentially affect all late models. All
cams wear out eventually, but a huge number of RAM owners report severe problems with well
under 75, miles on the vehicle. The most common report is of the 3 or 2 cylinder misfiring, in
combination with lifters seizing up. In these cases, the cam often shows premature wear and
one or more lobes may be heavily grooved and damaged. Unfortunately, this problem is often
prohibitively expensive to fix once the truck is out of warranty. The availability of replacement
parts is an issue too, as the problem is so widespread that the required components are often
on backorder, even as recently as One of the most irritating RAM problems also plagues other
model years. Body structure should be the least of your worries if your car is less than 10 or so
years old, yet s are known for less-than-stellar construction. Some of the issues on newer RAM
trucks include:. In addition to being ugly, body structure problems can quickly compromise
vehicle safety. Multiple coolant leaks are one of the more common RAM problems, as well as

affecting model years The sources of coolant leaks can be gaskets, the heater hose, hoses to
the water pump or problems with the water pump itself. This can be one of the more irritating
problems to fix because the source of the leak is not always apparent. That and the fact that
these leaks tend to recur also means repair costs are tough to estimate. Problems in the
transmission range from causing slight annoyance to making the truck dangerous to drive.
There are a variety of ways transmission issues show up in these trucks, including:. In many
cases, both owners and dealerships have a hard time diagnosing and fixing these critical
issues. Even when the problem is pinpointed correctly, owners have reported frustration with
necessary parts being on backorder for months at a time. Transmission issues are one of the
leading reasons owners trade their trucks in or pursue lemon law claims. While many of the
same problems persist across generations, some issues affect Dodge Rams more than others.
The common problems range from quick fixes to significant part replacements that may not be
worth the time and money if your Ram is toward the older end of the generation. A bad or failing
manifold leads to decreased engine performance, and broken manifold bolts are common in
Dodge Ram s of all ages. The most common symptom of broken or degraded bolts is a ticking
sound on cold starts, frequently heard from the passenger side of the truck. The source of the
sound is a cold manifold with damaged bolts, which allows gases to seep around the bolts
rather than through the exhaust system as designed. Luckily, this issue is relatively easy to fix
or have repaired. However, some owners report having to get their manifold bolts replaced
multiple times. There appears to be a real quality control issue for Dodge in these bolts, and
owners have been stuck with the bill. The cost of repair depends on how many new bolts are
required and whether old bolts are difficult to remove. Sometimes the bolt head will degrade so
much that it breaks off, leaving the rest of the bolt stuck and in need of expertise to remove.
There are a significant number of owners dealing with Dodge Ram transmission problems, and
Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems are incredibly common as well. Transmission
issues â€” particularly Dodge Ram transmission problems â€” are equally common. Some
Dodge Ram s stall when braking and at idle, as well. The transmission may also slip or refuse to
shift at all, which is one of the main Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems. The dash will
start with a few cracks that widen over time, often with chunks of plastic breaking off
completely. Dodge has never formally acknowledged this happening, and owners rarely ever get
any assistance from the manufacturer. Although this problem is present in models to , the
highest rate of reports is in the model years. The worst issues occur when the rain hits â€” your
whole interior can get wet, and if it stays that way for a while, mold will form, eventually ruining
the interior of your truck. Luckily, window seals are an easy DIY fix with any number of adhesive
kits. Lighting issues are common in Dodge Ram trucks and are one of the most frequently-cited
Dodge Ram electrical problems specifically. Owners find that their headlights, taillights or turn
signals suddenly stop working, causing irritation at best and a safety hazard at worst. In some
cases, the issue is caused by pinched wiring in the trailer hitch. These cases are easy to identify
since the lights shut off immediately after attaching the trailer. Other times, the issue is yet
another symptom of problems with the TIPM. As with the most Dodge trucks, Dodge Rams are
known for rotting away well before their time. The more common body issues on Dodge Ram
trucks include:. These rust problems start out as a bubble or two in the paint, and then quickly
turn into widespread cancer. And, as soon as you see that first paint bubble, fix it. The Dodge
Ram trucks are notorious for wearing through front wheel bearings. Wheel bearing replacement
in the Dodge Ram seems to be the most prevalent starting around 75, miles. If you notice this
type of noise, have it checked immediately. This could be extremely dangerous, especially at
highway speeds. For example, many owners report the Dodge Ram stalls while driving. Here are
three of the issues that are common to find in Rams. Rams from this generation, especially the ,
have a particularly nasty problem with sludge buildup in the engine. This notorious issue can
blow the engine or lead to other problems like drops in oil pressure or overheating due to the
radiator bursting from backpressure. Unfortunately, since this issue takes a while to build up,
the end result of engine failure usually appears after the warranty is up. Depending on the
condition of the rest of the truck this may not be a worthwhile investment. Engine components
get leaky in older trucks, and the Ram is no exception. Many owners in this model year bracket
experience excessive oil consumption, sometimes up to a quart every 50 miles. The truck may
burn oil rather than leaking. Gas mileage can be cut in half, and oil pressure may suddenly drop
before coming back up again. Luckily, this is a relatively easy fix. Replacing the plenum gasket
often does the trick at a cost of just a few dollars if you do it yourself. However, the engine
problems that many Dodge Rams tend to have can result in too much fuel entering the
converter. It can form a coating on the catalyst and prevent the converter from working or cause
it to overheat. The truck might lose power, you might hear some rattling, and the check engine
light may come on. The exhaust might have an unusual smell, too. Dodge is the product of two

brothers and more than a century of innovation. Horace E. Dodge and John F. Dodge started out
making bicycles, and at the turn of the 20th century, they opened their first machine shop. They
started out making stove parts and branched out to auto components, selling them to the Ford
Motor Company among others. Both brothers died in , but by then, Dodge was already one of
the biggest players in the industry. Chrysler purchased Dodge in Over a couple of decades,
trucks began getting their own designs for chassis and body, as differentiation was needed in
the growing market. Light and medium-duty trucks were the first Dodges offered, with
heavy-duty models appearing throughout the s and s. The Warren Truck Assembly plant opened
in Michigan in , and Dodge still makes trucks there today. The B series was designed to replace
the prewar Dodge truck in a manner that appealed to civilians. It came in several variations. The
C series was a complete redesign of the Dodge truck, with high-visibility wraparound
windshields. Dodge has always been ahead of the game in terms of putting amenities in its
trucks. In the later 70s, Dodge went after the people who wanted their trucks to be fun as well as
functional. Dodge had some financial issues throughout the 80s, but two things helped revive
the brand. The first was the addition of the reliable Cummins B Series turbo-diesel in In , Dodge
spun their trucks off into the Ram brand. Today, Ram trucks are known for having some of the
best amenities and infotainment systems in the industry â€” making them the prime choice for
people who want a luxury feel to their trucks. When you need auto body repair panels and parts
for your Dodge Ram, come to Raybuck. We have a wide selection of repair panels for your or
Ram Whether you need cab corners , rocker panels , truck bed panels or another part, we have
you covered with parts to replace your damaged or rusted panels. Our parts are made using the
latest in cutting-edge technology, and continuously update our product line to ensure you get
only the best parts in the industry. The panels you get from Raybuck offer perfect fitment and
durability thanks to the use of heavy-gauge stamped steel and 3D scans of an original part
during the manufacturing process. I have a and it seems I have the hard shift to stop when
coming to a stop both in no incline and on hill. On hills seem worse and more consistent to get.
I have had both diff fluids replaced as well as transfer case fluid replaced. They told me you
cannot replace the transmission fluid as it is sealed off for life. Engine light came on in my
dodge when passenger opened door while in drive and the truck died. I got a Dodge Ram it
burns oil.. The 4 actuators have been replaced and nothing is clogging the vent areas behind
and under the dashboard. Have a sluggish shifting in the transmission of my ram 5. Only has
22, miles. Any ideas? Hi Eddie. That could be a number of things. I would start by checking the
cabin air filter. It may need to be replaced. Or, if someone removed it, you may just need to
install one. I would check coils on cylinders having miss if not mistaken there is issues with
them going bad and losing spark when warm. My 4. Hi Charlene. I do not know where you can
get a full replacement dash. If tour looking for a 1st 2nd 3rd gen cluster out of luck. Dodge
discontinued them. Replacement clusters cannot be programmed to the truck! Send off for
repair or fix yourself. Your email address will not be published. Due to shipper and supplier
delays, your order may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience. Search Articles:. The
horn may go off at random. Power windows will stop working or start opening themselves. The
fuel pump may not shut off when the vehicle does. Doors may lock and unlock themselves.
Coolant fans may stop operating. The ABS may have problems. The radio may randomly shut
off while driving. Cam and Lifter Failure If your or other RAM in this model year range stalls
when stopping, stalls at idle, or seizes up unexpectedly, you may have one of the most
commonly reported problems for these trucks â€” cam and lifter failure. Some of the issues on
newer RAM trucks include: Tailgates falling open at random due to faulty lock mechanisms.
Bumper holes drilled too large. Defective painting with bubbles underneath. Rusting, especially
on bolts and bumpers. Rotting of the outer wheelhouse and upper wheel arch area of the bed.
Coolant Leaks Multiple coolant leaks are one of the more common RAM problems, as well as
affecting model years There are a variety of ways transmission issues show up in these trucks,
including: Slow starts. Engine running rough. Bumping hard into 1st gear. Jerk when shifting
from 1st to 2nd. Slipping into gear when in traffic. Hard downshift to stop when slowing down.
Exhaust Manifold Bolts A bad or failing manifold leads to decreased engine performance, and
broken manifold bolts are common in Dodge Ram s of all ages. Engine and Transmission Issues
There are a significant number of owners dealing with Dodge Ram transmission problems, and
Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems are incredibly common as well. Lighting Issues
Lighting issues are common in Dodge Ram trucks and are one of the most frequently-cited
Dodge Ram electrical problems specifically. The more common body issues on Dodge Ram
trucks include: Rotting of the outer wheelhouse and upper wheel arch area of the bed. Rotting
of both driver and passenger side cab corners. Rotting of both driver and passenger side rocker
panels, typically starting across the lower door weatherstrip seal. Rotting of the oil pain. Wheel
Bearings The Dodge Ram trucks are notorious for wearing through front wheel bearings. Motor

Sludge Rams from this generation, especially the , have a particularly nasty problem with
sludge buildup in the engine. Manifold Gasket Leaks Engine components get leaky in older
trucks, and the Ram is no exception. B Series to Dodge Trucks The B series was designed to
replace the prewar Dodge truck in a manner that appealed to civilians. B1-T: Variation with a
semi-truck cab. B1-V: Van variation. C Series to Dodge Trucks The C series was a complete
redesign of the Dodge truck, with high-visibility wraparound windshields. Any thoughts? Any
idea why my ram has white particales blowing from under hood and into cab? Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Some content provided by and under
copyright by Autodata, Inc. Make: RAM Change. The crankshaft position sensor tone wheel may
delaminate causing the engine to lose its ability to synchronize the fuel injector pulses and cam
shaft timing, possibly resulting in an engine stall. Consequence Summary: An engine stall can
increase the risk of a crash. Corrective Summary: FCA US will notify owners, and dealers will
update the powertrain control module software to maintain vehicle propulsion by reading the
camshaft position signal in the event that the crankshaft position signal is lost, free of charge.
The recall is scheduled to begin March 1, This mixture may combust inside the intake manifold.
Consequence Summary: Combustion in the intake manifold can increase the risk of a fire.
Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will replace the EGR cooler, free
of charge. Dealers will also inspect and, as necessary, replace the intake manifold. The recall
began April 16, Owners may contact Chrysler customer service at Chrysler's number for this
recall is VB1. Chrysler is also recalling all and Ram , and pickup trucks built before April 1, with
a 6 or 8 foot bed and a power locking tailgate. On August 29, Chrysler expanded the recall to
include an additional , model year Ram , and pickup trucks. The tailgate actuator limiter tab may
fracture and cause the tailgate to unlatch and open while driving. Consequence Summary: If the
tailgate opens while the vehicle is being driven, cargo may fall out the vehicle and create a road
hazard, increasing the risk of crash. Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify owners, and
dealers will repair the tailgate latch, free of charge. The recall began May 23, Chrysler is
expected to notify owners of the expanded population on October 18, These vehicles are being
recalled to address a defect that could prevent the cruise control system from disengaging. If,
when using cruise control, there is a short circuit within the vehicle's wiring, the driver may not
be able to shut off the cruise control either by depressing the brake pedal or manually turning
the system off once it has been engaged, resulting in either the vehicle maintaining its current
speed or possibly accelerating. Consequence Summary: If the vehicle maintains its speed or
accelerates despite attempts to deactivate the cruise control, there would be an increased risk
of a crash. Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will inspect the
software, and perform a software flash on the engine or powertrain control module, free of
charge. The recall began June 4, Note: Owners are advised to stop using cruise control until the
software update has been performed. In the event that cruise control cannot be disengaged
while driving, owners should firmly and steadily apply the brakes and shift the transmission to
neutral, placing the vehicle in park once it has stopped. With the pin in the open position, the
transmission can be shifted out of PARK into any gear without pushing the brake pedal or
having the key in the ignition. Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will
update the vehicle software, inspect the BTSI, and, as necessary, replace it, free of charge. The
recall began February 26, Chrysler's number for this recall is T Certain driving conditions, such
as driving off-road or debris striking the vehicle may cause the roll rate sensor to trigger a fault
within the Occupant Restraint Controller ORC. If this fault occurs, the rollover side curtain air
bag and the seat belt pretensioner will be disabled from deploying. Consequence Summary: If
the rollover side curtain air bags and seat belt pretensioners are disabled, there is an increased
risk of injury to the vehicle occupants in the event of a crash that necessitates activation of
these safety systems. Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will update
the ORC software, free of charge. The recall began June 26, These Mopar canvas seat covers
were sold through Chrysler dealerships beginning October 15, The seat covers can impede the
deployment of the seat thorax airbags. Consequence Summary: If the seat cover impedes the
air bag deployment, the seat thorax air bags may not provide adequate protection in the event
of a crash, increasing the risk of a injury. Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify owners to
remove the front seat covers and return them for a full refund. The recall began on July 1,
Chrysler's number for this recall is S The affected vehicles are equipped with side air bag
inflatable curtains SABIC that may not fully overlap the C-pillars in the event of a vehicle crash.
Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify owners, dealers will inspect the right and left side air
bag inflatable curtains SABIC for proper orientation and a foil patch will be installed on both
sides of the headliner. The recall began on October 7, Chrysler's number for this recall is R The
affected vehicles have a battery harness that may rub against the frame bracket for the right
engine mount resulting in an electrical short. Consequence Summary: If the harness shorts, the

vehicle may stall and there is an increased risk of a fire. Corrective Summary: Chrysler will
notify owners, and dealers will inspect the vehicles to confirm that the battery harness is
correctly routed and secured. Any harness that shows evidence of wear will be replaced. These
repairs will be performed free of charge. The recall began on October 8, The affected vehicles
are equipped with radios that have software vulnerabilities that can allow third-party access to
certain networked vehicle control systems. Consequence Summary: Exploitation of the
software vulnerability may result in unauthorized remote modification and control of certain
vehicle systems, increasing the risk of a crash. Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify and
mail affected owners a USB drive that includes a software update that eliminates the
vulnerability, free of charge. In an effort to mitigate the effects of this security vulnerability,
Chrysler has had the wireless service provider close the open cellular connection to the vehicle
that provided unauthorized access to the vehicle network. This measure may not have been
implemented on all vehicles and does not address access by other means that will be remedied
by the software update. The recall began on August 25, In the affected vehicles, the side impact
sensor calibrations may be overly sensitive, and as a result, the side air bag inflatable curtains
and seat air bags may unexpectedly deploy and the seat belt pre-tensioners may activate.
Consequence Summary: Air bags that unexpectedly deploy increase the risk of a crash or
injury. Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will update the Occupant
Restraint Control module calibration, free of charge. The recall began on September 8, The
affected vehicles have a steering wheel wiring harness that may rub against the driver air bag
module retainer spring. Consequence Summary: This abrasion may result in an electrical short
that could cause driver's frontal air bag to unexpectedly deploy. Inadvertent deployment of the
air bag may increase the risk of injury and the possibility of a vehicle crash. Corrective
Summary: Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will inspect, repair as necessary, and secure
the steering wheel wiring harness. Additionally, protective caps will be added to the air bag
retainer spring ends. These repairs will be done free of charge. The recall began on September
18, Due to an insufficient weld, the rear shocks may detach from the vehicle at one end and
possibly damage other chassis components, the tire or result in reduced braking. Consequence
Summary: Damage to the tire or reduced braking increases the risk of a vehicle crash.
Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will inspect the rear shocks and
replace any affected ones, free of charge. Chrysler's number for this recall is P In the affected
vehicles, the transmission case may have been improperly machined which can result in the
park pawl not properly engaging when the transmission is in the 'Park' position. Consequence
Summary: If the park pawl does not properly engage, the vehicle may rollaway, increasing the
risk of a crash and occupant or pedestrian injuries. Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify
owners, and dealers will inspect and replace the transmission, as necessary, free of charge. The
recall began on May 21, Owners may contract Chrysler at Randomly, the warning lights in the
instrument cluster may fail to illuminate as designed. Consequence Summary: Inoperative
warning lights may not properly warn the driver of vehicle problems, increasing the risk of a
crash. Corrective Summary: Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will update the instrument
cluster software, free of charge. The recall began on November 25, Owners may contact
Chrysler at Chrysler's recall campaign number is N A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.

Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

